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Communication Theory


Speech Acts						(Core & Allen, 1997)
	speech can be thought of as acts
	that influence other’s beliefs and actions
	(assertion: change other’s belief
	 question: make other state his belief)

Collaborative Meaning		(Clark & Schaefer, 1989)
	the meaning of speech is determined by
	both the speaker and the listener
	(listener may reinterpret speech)

Obligations						(Traum & Allen, 1994)
	being cooperative means there are 	certain socially expected responses
	(stranger asks you for the time...)



Speech Acts		


Forward-looking acts
	Statement
		Assert
		Reassert
		Other-statement
	Influencing-addressee-future-action
		Open-option
		Directive
			Action-directive
			Info-request
	Committing-speaker-future-action
		Offer
		Commit
	Conventional
		Opening
		Closing
	Explicit-performative
	Exclamation


Speech Acts (cont.)


Backward-looking acts
	Agreement
		Accept
		Accept-part
		Maybe
		Reject
		Reject-part
		Hold
	Answer
	Understanding-act
		Signal-non-understanding
		Signal-understanding
			Acknowledge
			Repeat-rephrase
			Completion
		Correct-misspeaking



Collaborative Meaning	


Presentation:
A presents utterance u for B to consider.

Acceptance:
B gives evidence e of understanding u.



- After acceptance, u is part of common 	knowledge.

- B may interpret u differently than expected

- Communication is collaborative result 	rather than solitary efforts


Obligations		


If A asks a question,	
	B should answer it

If A requests an action,
	B should address the request

If B agrees to do an action,
	B should do the action

If B doesn’t understand what A says,
	B should ask for clarification



- explains behavior without the need for
	assuming common goals

- simplifies intention recognition
	(a computationally difficult problem)

ACT-R Model

Speech Acts
	speech acts used to change beliefs & actions
							+
	ACT-R changes things with productions
							=
	productions react to and respond with 	speech acts 

Collaborative Meaning
	common knowl. created after acceptance
							+ 
	ACT-R creates chunks by popping goals
							=
	common knowl. created as goal to have 	utterance accepted

Obligations
	obligations are social rules
							+
	ACT-R productions are rules
							=
	obligations represented as productions

Graph Comparison Task


Subjects are given parts of a graph 
(colored circles connected by lines) and asked to create the whole graph by talking to their partner thru a chat window


- Some circles shared, some unique 

- Graph parts overlap on shared circles

- Circles described by partner can be added

- Partners click on same circle to get points


Sample Graph Part
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Interfaces


Restricted interface created to aid in model 	interaction by limiting words and syntax
Unrestricted interface used as a control

Unrestricted Interface
	- Message typed into chat window
	- Forced turn-taking
	- No scrolling, only last line seen

Restricted Interface
	- Message topic and form specified by 			choosing a speech act
	- Message constructed by selecting one 			word at a time from pull-down menu


Restricted Interface Control
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	Paired Connections - Make Statement

    <location> <color>       <direction>     <location> <color>
My             red    circle is above    my             red    circle.
Our leftmost   orange        is below    our leftmost   orange
    rightmost  yellow        is left of      rightmost  yellow
    topmost    green         is right of     topmost    green
    bottommost blue                          bottommost blue
    middle                                   middle
    first                                    first
    second                                   second
    third                                    third

Paired Connections - Ask Question

What <direction> your <location> <color> circle?


Multiple Connections - Make Statement

My  <location> row    is <color> <color> <color> <color> <color>.
Our            column

Numbers - Make Statement

I  have <number> <color>    circles.
We               rows of
                 columns of 

Correspondences - Propose

I think your <location> <color> circle corresponds to my <location> <color> circ.

Confirmations - Request

Let’s confirm our <location> <color> circle.


Experiment Phases - Request

Let’s talk about my circles.
      talk about your circles.
      talk about the whole puzzle.
      propose correspondences.
      confirm circles.
      end the experiment.

Assess

OK.
I don’t think so.
I’m not sure.
Predictions


Speech Acts
	the speech acts permitted by the 
	restricted interface will allow subjects
	to solve the problem

Collaborative Meaning
	when A proposes to confirm a circle,
	A will not actually confirm the circle
	until B gives evidence of understanding

Obligations
	questions will be answered 
Results

		Unrestricted		Restricted		

		avg	[min,max]	avg	[min,max]	T		p

turns	21.5	[11,28]		24.7 [12,33]		0.798	0.44

time	22.3	[15,34]		28.3 [15,33]		1.551	0.15

score	90.0	[60,100]		98.3 [90,100]		1.185	0.26




Results (cont.)


				Restricted 	Restricted		Unrestricted
				Interface		Subject Pairs		Subject Pairs
							(n=6)			(n=6)
Paired Connections
	statement		+		83%				100%
	question			+		67%				100%
Multiple Connections
	statement		+		100%			100%	
	question			+		50%				67%
	row				+		100%			100%	
	column			+		33%				17%
	blank			+		100%			33%
Numbers
	total				+		50%				50%
	colors			+		67%				33%
	row				+		50%				33%
	column			+		33%				17%
	in row			-						17%	
	in column		-						17%	
Correspondences
	explicit			+		67%				33%
	implicit			+		33%				67%
	direct to add		-						50%	
	commit to add	-						33%	
Confirmations
	explicit			+		100%			100%
	sequence plan	-						50%	
Experiment Phases
	more info?		-						17%	
	done info		-						67%	
	my circles		+		17%				17%
	end experiment	+		100%			100%	

Results (cont.)


							Restricted	Unrestricted

Info-request				(n=6)		(n=12)
	->Answer				97%		97%
	->Statement			3%			1%
	->Directive				0			2%

Action-directive (confirm)	(n=66)		(n=50)
	->explicit Accept		47%		44%
	->implicit Accept		41%		10%	(R 1 err)
	->speaker confirms	5%			46% 	(U 3 err)
	->implicit Reject		5%			
	->implicit Hold			1%			
	->explicit Reject		1%			





Prediction Outcome


Speech Acts
	the speech acts permitted by the 
	restricted interface will allow subjects
	to solve the problem

	Restricted:  T

Presentation/Acceptance
	when A proposes to confirm a circle,
	A will not actually confirm the circle
	until B gives evidence of understanding

	Restricted:  T		Unrestricted:  nil	

Obligations
	questions will be answered

	Restricted:  T		Unrestricted:  T


Conclusions


Speech acts useful for understanding how
	communication influences beliefs & 		actions

Simple theories of collaborative meaning
	may have to incorporate previous plans
		(some subjects perform action 					before their message is ok’d)

Obligations useful in simplifying task
	- a simple model can solve task by just
		reacting to partner’s speech acts
	- a continuum of models could be 					passive (obligation-based) or
		forceful (goal-based)


Future

Where’s ACT-R?  Two directions:  
	- memory errors (make problems harder) 	- language learning (multiple problems) 

Empirical findings:  Over time,
	- messages become shorter
	- people use partner’s words and syntax

Possible ACT-R explanations
	- rules for making comm. more efficient
	- goals for understanding partner’s 				messages can be retrieved and used
		as message templates
	
Modeling constrained by other projects
	Individual Differences		Lovett
	Syntactic Priming			Tang-Boyland
	Sequence Learning		Lebiere
	Word Learning				Bidiu
	Parsing						Lewis

